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Left channel input. Can be treated as per
normal stereo recoding, except that the
speaker should be at -22.5°, rather than
the normal stereo -30°. Right channel
input. As per left channel. Center channel
input. As per left channel. Surround
channel. Should sound from the rear
speakers, may also leak into the left and
right. Has slight delay and bandwidth
reduction (cut below 100 Hz, and above 7
KHz) for leakage and noise reduction and
enhanced psychoacoustic effects. Two
speakers usually run at different pitches. If
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possible, turn off the speakers that are at
the correct pitch, this may introduce a
slight delay. Waveform-to-bit Encoding of 4
Channel Surround (STDHCD) From the
ISO/IEC 14496-3:2005 (S/PDIF), Subpart 3:
IEC 60958: Surround Sound Digital Audio
Systems. ISOBESA.1-1:2010 (Digital Audio
Broadcasts), says that the ISO/IEC
14496-3:2005 (S/PDIF) allows this
encoding up to 4 channels at one time, and
this encoding is used by consumer
products such as DTS 96/24 and Dolby
Digital 5.1. and also that it is only possible
to transmit 2 of the 4 channels at once,
which is not supported by DTS 96/24. IEC
60958 refers to "surround matrix" in clause
10.1.2, which means it does not specify any
method for handling more than 4 channels,
it just says the encoder will provide 4
channels at once, and you can have 2 at
once. Section 10.1.3 talks about non-
mandatory tracks and the syntax of those



tracks: A surround matrix is defined to be
one or more non-mandatory tracks. which
means it is optional for the matrix to be
present, and it will be ignored if it is not
present. A surround matrix is a set of
channels represented by a matrix of one or
more rows and one or more columns, as
indicated by the following equation: This is
called an N×M matrix, where N is the
number of channels in the surround matrix
and M is the number of channels in the
same position in the surround matrix. A
surround matrix is an implementation of
the "surround matrix" defined in the clause
10.1.2 of IEC 60958
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A four channel matrix encoder, designed to
be embedded in the DCC decoder, and to



be used for audio encoding on CDs, DVDs,
or MP3 files. KEYMACRO Format: The
name, length and data format are all
described in "Dolby Surround Pro-Logic
(DPL) Decoder Interface Specifications.
KEYMACRO Supported Versions: Version 1
(protocol DP1) is supported for backwards
compatibility. KEYMACRO Supported
Modes: The decoder must be set to the
appropriate output mode. KEYMACRO
Supported Fields: Field Name, Range and
Description: 00 Key Number (value = 0)
The key number has a range of 0 to 16383.
05 Batch Number (value = 0) The batch
number has a range of 0 to 16383. 07 Valid
Batch (value = 0) The valid batch is the
last batch stored. The bit 7 (valid) is set if
the encoder has been configured to record
to a new valid batch. The bit 6 (retrain) will
be set if the decoder has been updated to
the new valid batch. 11 Prev/Next Key
(value = 0) The key number (00) is the key



number in the previous key number. 12
Number of Inactive Channels (value = 0)
The number of inactive channels can be set
to 0, 1, or 2. 16 Valid Mode (value = 0) The
valid mode is used to detect validity of the
decoder key number field. 17 Decoder
Version (value = 0) Version 0 is supported
for backwards compatibility. 18 Decoder
MSC (value = 0) The decoder msc is used
to detect decoder msc compatibility. 19
Field Length (value = 0) The field length is
used to determine the length of the
supplied data. 20 Subchunk 1 (offset = 10)
This field is reserved for future use. 21
Subchunk 2 (offset = 20) This field is
reserved for future use. 22 Bitstream
(offset = 30) The actual data. This can be
any of the four Dolby surround modes
(Single, Front, Back, Surround). 23 Field
Length (value = 0) The field length is used
to determine the length of the supplied
data. 24 Subchunk 3 (offset = 40) This field



is reserved for future use. 2edc1e01e8
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The stereo mode input is X, Y, and Z L =
left channel R = right channel C = center
channel S = surround or vector surround
Also the +/- macros (for mid-left and mid-
right panning, can be enabled and disabled
by clicking on the icon). L,R, C, S are the
"Matrix" mode inputs L,R, C, S are the
"Source" mode inputs PARAMETERS The
parameters are: CHAN1, CHAN2, CHAN3,
CHAN4, These are the input channels,
usually your L, C, R and S, if this is not the
case please check the setup documentation
for exact definition. BYTES PER SYNC It's
assumed that you will be using a sample
rate of at least 48000 (not recommended
for lower sample rates, ie. 16000, 11025
and 8850, use CHAN1 for these). The
output rate is therefore (Sample rate) x
(bytes per sample). In the matrix mode
(CHAN1, CHAN2, CHAN3, CHAN4) the



sample rate is L, C and R, and the output is
(sample rate) x (bytes per sample). If in the
matrix mode you set CHAN1, CHAN2,
CHAN3, CHAN4, then the sample rate is L,
C, R, S and the output is (sample rate) x
(bytes per sample). The X-Y (matrix) pan
and surround pan are controlled with
'WIDTH', and 'OUTSIDE' on the two fields,
CHAN1, CHAN2. If CHAN1, CHAN2 are
both in the left position then the pan on the
left is controlled by the 'WIDTH' field. If
the pan on the left is then increased, so is
the pan on the right, and vice versa. Pan is
between -100 and +100 (the default is
-100). If the pan on the left is at 100, the
pan on the right will be at 0. If the pan on
the right is at 100, the pan on the left will
be at 0. The pan does not affect the X and Y
channels, this is left in the same position as
on the original recording. Pan is from 0 to
100 in the vector surround mode
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System Requirements:

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 or AMD Radeon
HD 7950 Dual core processor with support
for SSE2 instructions (SSE2 supported by
both NVIDIA and AMD) Minimum 1024 MB
RAM Windows 7 / Vista / Windows XP with
SP3 or newer DirectX version 11 2 GB HD
space required I'm glad you asked! Here's
the rundown on our new game, which will
be available for digital download on August
26th: Escape the Undead: a New Zealand
zombie survival adventure where the whole
island is
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